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Abstract
Spatial simulation models of seed dispersal have been constructed at the landscape level under the assumption of ubiquitous or uniform
dispersibility. The anisotropic nature of vegetation distribution caused by different dispersal agents such as wind, gravity, water and animals were
ignored. We propose a prototype of a GIS-based spatially explicit model of dispersal agent behavior (SEMODAR) to simulate the seed dispersal
process by considering the unique behavioral characteristics of each seed dispersal agent. As a result, the inﬂuence of dispersal agent behavior on
the species coexistence in competitive communities with and without habitat destruction could be explored. The model consists of four module
components: dispersal rules, species competition, species colonization, and habitat destruction. An experimental simulation was conducted using
three hypothetical species with differing competitive and migration abilities in both intact and disturbed conditions for 250 years. The ﬁndings of
this study support the theoretical expectation that inferior competitors can coexist with superior competitors given that the inferior competitors
have efﬁcient colonization ability. The simulation also reveals the important role of agent behavior in the seed dispersal process and the biased
impact of environment fragmentation on superior competitors that are not superior dispersers.
# 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Thesigniﬁcanceofspatialpatterns,structures,andprocesses
in landscape dynamics is well recognized. Landscape
ecologists are applying ecological concepts to the study of
land management systems and are discovering how and why
space affects the environment (Malanson, 1993). Computa-
tional models are used to simulate spatial interactions in
environmentalprocessesthatcreatethedistributionofclimates,
life, and landforms on the earth. A computer simulation
approach is necessary when experiments with a real landscape
are constrained by temporal, regulatory, or other logistical
reasons. Simulation models providenorms for comparison with
real behavior, and the differences between model and reality
provide the basis for improvement of our understanding of the
general principles programmed into the models. An improved
model can then be used to develop and evaluate different
landscape transformation scenarios, as well as to answer
‘‘what-if’’ questions (Clarke and Gaydos, 1998).
Many simulation models have been constructed to address
the dynamics of meta-populations responding to habitat
destruction in competitive communities by considering seed
dispersal in space (Tilman et al., 1997; Dytham, 1994, 1995;
Nee and May, 1992). According to Hanski (1994), the
utilization of the spatial concept in these simulation models
can be divided into different categories. Some of these models
(Shugart and West, 1977; Nee and May, 1992; Ellison and
Bedford, 1995; Tilman et al., 1994, 1997) do consider the
spatial position of various species by assigning them to cells at
different locations. Unfortunately, the interactions among cells
are often treated equally under the assumption of ubiquitous
dispersal; any species can arrive on any cell in the grid at any
time, given suitable environmental conditions. These models
are spatially implicit in that they retain the spatial aspects of the
environmental conditions through environmental gradients, but
they effectively ignore the spatial distribution of the population
under consideration. Spatially explicit models (Dytham, 1995;
Malanson and Cairns, 1997; Malanson and Armstrong, 1996;
He and Mladenoff, 1999) either restrict the migration of species
to the adjacent cells or allow distance-dependent colonization
probabilities to be assigned to all the cells, so that the location
of the lattice related to species source is explicitly taken into
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account. Other models (Hanski, 1994; Moilanen and Hanski,
1995)incorporateeither populationareaorothercharacteristics
of habitat patches, while distance remains an important factor.
These models are considered to be better approximations of
reality, but only the trees on the edge of the patch can have the
opportunity for seed dispersal.
All of these models have incorporated spatial components in
their simulations of species responses to habitat destruction
during competitive coexistence; however, the results are
qualitatively similar to, but quantitatively different from, each
other. For example, two common inferences have often been
drawn from these studies. First, inferior species, such as
‘‘weedy species,’’ may coexist with a superior competitor
capable of excluding its rival from any patch where it would
colonize, given that the inferior competitor either disperses
more effectively or has a lower extinction rate (Tilman et al.,
1997; Dytham, 1995; Nee and May, 1992). Second, in the
presenceofpatchremoval,a‘‘weedyspecies’’thatisaninferior
competitor but better disperser may increase in abundance
(Tilman et al., 1997; Dytham, 1994, 1995; Nee and May, 1992)
as a result of habitat destruction. Consequently, a superior
competitor may experience extinction ﬁrst, earlier than an
inferior competitor that has better colonizing capability and is
more efﬁcient in coping with habitat destruction.
Seeddispersal ability playsakeyroleintheestablishmentof
species in a particular location in all the aforementioned
models. As a decisive factor of the distribution of various
species in space, seed dispersal determines the abundance of a
species over a competitive environment. Spatially implicit
models only consider the spatial structures of environment
gradients and distances to the source based on the assumption
of ubiquitous establishment without taking into account the
different modes of dispersal processes (Waldron, 2002).
Spatially explicit models, such as FORFLO (Hanson et al.,
1990) and MOSEL (Malanson and Cairns, 1997; Malanson and
Armstrong, 1996), explicitly take into consideration the spatial
process in the simulation of species propagation by including
several seed dispersal mechanisms, such as wind, gravity and
animals, as input parameters. FORFLO (Hanson et al., 1990)
models seed dispersal in a riparian environment. However,
except for the fact the model differentiates ﬂooded downstream
plots from other plots, the seed dispersal probability for all
agents was simply determined by a discrete distribution
function that is essentially distance dependent. MOSEL
improves upon the JABOWA-FORET model by applying a
continuous distance decay function to calculate a dispersal
probability of the species driven by each of the seed dispersal
mechanisms. Another popular descendant of JABOWA-
FORET, the ZELIG model (Smith and Urban, 1988; Urban,
1990) allows plants to produce seeds inside the modeled plots
and permits dispersal across grid cells. The SORTIE model
(Pacala et al., 1993, 1996) incorporates more spatial interaction
thanotherJABOWA-FORET-derivedforestrymodels.SORTIE
tracks individual tree locations and simulates seed dispersal by
using mean dispersal distances and seedling densities for each
species. In SORTIE, competition is modeled as a function of
light only based on ﬁeld observations suggesting competition
for nutrient or moisturewas not important compared with light.
Instead offocus on the dispersal mechanism, SORTIE is more a
forest growth model emphasizing on the calculation of
available light to adapt for differing forest species, with a
detail that makes it very computationally expensive (He and
Mladenoff, 1999). As with aforementioned models, the seed
dispersal procedure in these extended JABOWA-FORET
models is also mostly distance-based, without built-in
capability to characterize the behavioral differences and
uniqueness of various dispersal agents, which are the ultimate
driving force for the vegetation distribution in a landscape.
The most widely cited spatially explicit model in the
literature is likely the LANDIS model (Mladenoff et al., 1996;
Mladenoff and He, 1999; He et al., 1999; Gustafson et al.,
2000). The LANDIS landscape model is capable of simulating
forest landscape change over large heterogeneous spatial and
temporal scales, by investigating the dynamics of seed
dispersal, disturbance by wind, ﬁre, and biological (insects
and diseases) agents, harvesting, and fuel management. Within
LANDIS, seedling establishment is determined by a seed’s
dispersal probability, which is a function of an exponential
distribution, parameterized by the effective and maximum
dispersal distances (He and Mladenoff, 1999). After dispersing,
LANDIS uses light condition checking and site condition
checking to see whether or not a seed is able to sprout
successfully (He et al., 2005). LANDIS provides the ability to
model various interactions within a forest landscape, with a
complexity and robustness that could not be achieved by other
models. Similar to other spatially explicit models, albeit with
great improvement, the seed dispersal in LANDIS is still
simulated using a distance dependent stochastic process, often
resulting in isotropic distribution with radii of varied size for
different species. Due to its emphasis on the simulation of
relatively ﬂat landscapes of large temporal and spatial scales,
LANDIS does not necessarily pay close attention to anisotropic
characteristics of a speciﬁc dispersal agent and the potential
directional bias of the resultant vegetation distribution. The
behavior characteristics of dispersal agents, however, are often
the most critical elements in simulating the individual
interactions among species at a local scale.
Any attempt to incorporate dispersal into a forest growth
model should not ignore the spatial behavior of the agents upon
which seed dispersal depends (Murray, 1986). van der Pijl
(1982) identiﬁed the following major dispersal agents:
zoochory (animal), anemochory (wind), hydrochory (water),
and barochory (gravity). The spatial behavior of these dispersal
agents plays a much more signiﬁcant role than the distance to
the seed source. Seed dispersal by anemochory (wind) is
usually determined by the direction and speed of the prevailing
wind rather than solely by the relative distance to the mature
trees. In most cases, a location in an upwind direction will not
receive any seeds from a tree and not every cell in the
downwind direction is able to receive seeds. It is usually the
strength of the wind that determines the maximum seed
dispersal distance. Seed dispersal drivenby barochory (gravity)
is unlikely to happen in a position that has a higher elevation
than the source tree except for immediately neighboring
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locations. Therefore, the underlying terrain topography should
be included to model seed dispersal driven by barochory agent
because it plays a dominant role in determining vegetation
distribution in a landscape, especially in mountainous areas
with a large topographical relief. Seed dispersal driven by
hydrochory (water) is more sophisticated than those driven by
barochory, because it is not only governed by gravity, but also
restricted to the availability and the ﬂow speed of water
channels. Seed propagation via zoochory (animals) is usually
affected not only by the seed source but also by animal habitat
location and its activity corridor. The assumption that seed
dispersibility is ubiquitous or uniform in all direction in these
situationsisunrealistic.Inordertosimulatetheforestdynamics
in a realistic manner, it is necessary to incorporate the spatial
behaviors of the above seed dispersal agents in the models.
Among various simulation models in landscape ecology,
only a few attempted to incorporate the above four seed
dispersal agents in the modeling process. The MUMODIMO
model (Waldron, 2002) is among the earliest efforts that strived
to explicitly model the four major dispersal mechanisms to
predict seed dispersal distance and direction at the landscape
scale.Themostimpressivecomponentofthemodelisitsability
to simulate anemochory (wind) driven seed dispersal using
windvelocityandvectordata.Thedistributionofseeddispersal
was mimicked with an altered ellipse, although the model does
not seem to treat the upwind and downwind directions
differently. Compared to anemochory, the simulation of other
dispersal agents are rather simplistic according to the author.
For example, the dispersal by water agent (hydrochory) only
concerns ﬂoodplain and the river itself without taking into
account of the ﬂow direction of the water channel. The
simulation of barochory does not utilize any topographic
characteristics that fundamentally control the gravity driven
dispersal, limiting its application to only a ﬂat plain. Seed
dispersal driven by zoochory is modeled simply either as
movement to immediately neighboring cells (for mammals) or
as a distance-based negative algebraic decay function between
source and sink (for birds).
The objective of this paper is to develop a prototype of GIS-
based Spatially Explicit Model Of Dispersal Agent behavioR
(SEMODAR) to simulate the behavioral characteristics of the
four fundamental agents. The impacts of the agent behavior on
the vegetation distribution of different species in competitive
communities with and without the habitat destruction can
therefore be investigated. A unique feature of this prototype
model is that it was based on the state-of-the-art component
object model (COM) technology and the most widely used GIS
software system, ArcGIS. It is an extension and upgrade of an
earlier model that we developed inside ArcInfo (a forerunner of
ArcGIS) using the Arc Macro Language (AML) (Qiu, 1998).
The development of such a model offers an alternative
perspective in studying the coexistence of multiple species
and their response to habitat destruction in a competitive
environment.
The next section of the paper presents the background
information related to seed dispersal models and the use of GIS
in such models. This is followed by the detailed description of
the proposed model and the development of the prototype
software. An experimental simulation is presented to verify a
common inference of previous studies, followed by discussion
and conclusion.
2. Background
Various seed dispersal models have been built, and the
majority of them are constructed using the cellular automaton
(CA) approach. As a discrete spatio-temporal dynamical
system, a CA is suitable for examining the nature of
between-cell interaction, species migration and competition,
ﬂux of energy, matter and information, and population
dynamics at the community level (Ellison and Bedford,
1995). The CA model was ﬁrst developed by Ulam in the
1940s and adopted by Von Neumann to investigate the logical
nature of self-reproducible systems (White and Engelen, 1993;
Li and Yeh, 2002). Mathematically, CA models can be viewed
as the discrete analogs of partial differential equations
(Wolfram, 1986). CA models are usually deﬁned by an action
space, an initial conﬁguration, and a set of behavior rules
(Clarke and Gaydos, 1998; Takeyama and Couclelis, 1997). A
CA model often divides the action space into grids with either
regular or irregular cells, which contains a ﬁnite set of states for
that particular location. The initial conﬁguration speciﬁes the
starting states for all the cells in the action space. These states
are updated by a set of rules acted upon a current cell or other
cells in a neighborhood of speciﬁc size and shape. These rules
are often called transition rules, because they determine the
nextstateofacellbasedonthecurrentstateofthecelland/orits
neighboringcells through modelingiteration(Cza ´ra ´n,1998).In
a CA model, complex global patterns can emerge after many
iterations of simulation by properly deﬁned transitional rules
(Batty and Xie, 1994).
While most of the popular seed dispersal models are
constructed from scratch using a common programming
language such as FORTRAN, C or C++, SEMODAR is
developed on top of a widely used geographic information
system (GIS) product. Seed dispersal is an inherently
geographic phenomenon because it involves the spread of
objects over space through time (Waldron, 2002). Geographic
information systems, especially raster-based GIS, share many
striking similarities with CA model in data representation,
manipulation, visualization and analysis (Wagner, 1997).
Similar to that in GIS, the action space of a CA is usually
conﬁgured asa grid with regulartessellation, andonecell ofthe
tessellation can only hold one state (attribute) at a time for a
speciﬁcvariable. States ofthecells fordifferent variablesinCA
are organized into layers as in GIS. Input data collection and
capturing (such as scanning and digitizing) for a CA is often the
ﬁrst step for any further modeling effort. Many of the required
input datasets to a CA model, such as initial model state and
other environment conditions like soil, land use, precipitation,
and temperature data are widely available in GIS format, and
there is little to no conversion necessary for these data. In
addition to its ability to prepare input data for a CA model, GIS
also provides the built-in capability to present modeling results
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and simulation dynamics as map displays. Compared with
many standalone CA models, GIS is bestowed with powerful
map rendering capabilities and convenient user interfaces that
allowforacustomizeddisplayofthemodelstatesintheformof
a choropleth map in both two-dimensional and three-dimen-
sional space. With embedded scripting and programming
capabilities, contemporary GIS also offers the options to
produce movie animations that can track the temporal
succession of the whole vegetation regeneration process
(including seed production, seed dispersal, seedling establish-
ment, tree growth and senescence) of different species and their
spatialinteraction(suchasvegetation distribution,competition,
and coexistence).
GISareequippedwithmanypowerfulspatialoperationsthat
can be used directly in a CA model. Most raster-based GIS
provideready-to-uselocal,focal,zonalandglobaloperations in
the form of map algebra (Tomlin, 1990). They correspond to
CA operations at the plot, neighborhood, patch and landscape
levels, respectively. Local operations allow the calculation of a
newvalueforeachcellbasedonthevaluesofthecorresponding
cells of multiple layers of environment conditions using
mathematical operations (e.g. addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, division, etc.) and functions (e.g. sine, cosine, mean,
minimum, maximum, etc.). Local operations can be used to
code transition rules that update the state of each plot based on
multiple environment conditions. Focal operations determine
the cell values as a function of all the values of a speciﬁc
neighborhood of that cell. A typical neighborhood is a standard
3   3 rectangular moving window, equivalent to the Moore
neighborhood in CA. A neighborhood in GIS has the ﬂexibility
of being customized with user deﬁned shape, size and
orientation to provide alternatives to the regular neighborhood
in traditional CA models. Zonal operations derive value for
each cell based on all the cells within the same zone. A zone,
equivalent to a patch, is essentially a group of cells with the
same attribute in the landscape. Global operations act on
extended communities and can potentially expand the CA
action space to the whole landscape. For example, the global
pseudo-randomization function can be used to generate a
randomized surface that is needed in most stochastic CA.
Apart from these four categories of basic operations, raster-
based GIS are also furnished with rich collections of
application-speciﬁc operations that specialize in data analysis
of certain domain areas. Examples of application speciﬁc
operations include, but not limited to, distance-based cost
analysis, terrain surface analysis and visualization, and
hydrological modeling functions. These operations provide
manyvaluable tools that can be used to code complextransition
rules to simulate the unique and sophisticated behavioral
characteristics of the aforementioned dispersal agents. For
example, the distance-based cost analysis operations can be
used to derive animal activity corridors between their habitats
and food sources. When combined with the randomization
surfacegeneratedwithglobalfunctions,the distance-basedcost
functions can be utilized to compute distance-based dispersal
probability, which is important to the stochastic modeling of all
agent types. Most CA models that we encountered in the
literature all utilize a two-dimensional grid as the underlying
structure. The use of terrain surface analysis and visualization
operations, however, makes it possible to build a three-
dimensional CA. The ability to model terrain features by
employing digital elevation models (DEM) from a GIS allows
for the simulation of complex gravity dispersal schemes, which
can extend the action space of current seed dispersal models
from ﬂat plains to areas with a great topographical relief.
Numerous hydrological modeling operations that are now
available in many GIS can derive water channel networks and
stream ﬂow direction using DEMs, making it possible to
simulate complicated dispersal process of hydrochory agents.
TakeyamaandCouclelis(1997)weretheﬁrsttodemonstrate
thepotentialofGISinCAmodeling.Indoingso,theyproposed
to bridge the gap between map-based spatial manipulation and
equation-basedspatialmodeling.Other researchhasshownthat
GIS provides an inherent ability to relax the strict local
neighborhoods that are necessary for natural science CA
models (Batty et al., 1997; Takeyama and Couclelis, 1997; Wu,
1999). By using a more relaxed approach, the model is able to
allow for more ﬂexible spatial interactions. The use of irregular
neighborhoods is regarded to be more powerful in terms of
deﬁning custom action space for a speciﬁc agent type.
3. Model description
SEMODAR consistsoffour components: the agent dispersal
transition rule, species competition, species colonization and
habitat destruction. The agent dispersal rule module delineates
the transition rule of each species involved in their possible
dispersal space. The species competition module determines
the dominant species if more than one species is able to reach a
site. The species colonization module uses a stochastic distance
decay function to determine the actual establishment of a
species in a plot. The habitat destruction module will eliminate
a seed from a site if environmental degradation due to soil
erosion, insect or disease infection occurs at that site.
Models seeking to improve our understanding of the
behavior of a process through simulation are usually based
on a relatively simpliﬁed representation of the reality under
certain prescribed assumptions. To concentrate just on the
investigation of the effects of agent behavior on the dispersal
processandspeciesresponse toenvironmentaldisturbances,we
also made several assumptions. On the one hand, these
assumptions are set so that the prototype model can be
straightforward enough for us to conduct a ‘‘proof-of-concept’’
study. On the other hand, they are chosen so that they can be
analogous to established literature (Nee and May, 1992;
MoilanenandHanski,1995;EllisonandBedford,1995),except
for the fact that the ubiquitous and uniformed assumptions do
not apply anymore. These assumptions also provide the initial
model conﬁguration upon which customization of the model is
possible through user parameterization.
Some of the environmental variables, such as soil,
precipitation, and temperature are regarded as irrelevant in
the growth processes and are not included in this prototype
model. For a simulation of a local scale, there exists only small
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gradient of these environmental conditions. It is therefore
assumed that any species can grow within a location if it
manages to arriveat that location, and it will not perish unless it
experiences habitat destruction, reaches a predeﬁned maximum
living age, or is pushed-out by a superior competitor. From this
perspective, the SEMODAR model is not a full forest growth
but more of a seed dispersal simulation model. Each species is
associated with a generation time and a maximum living age.
Generation time of a species is deﬁned as the number of years
from its seed germination to seed production. This means that a
species cannot produce seeds immediately after its arrival at a
particular cell. This lag time between its establishment and
reproduction is critical to the overall rate of seed dispersal
(Malanson and Cairns, 1997). The maximum living age
speciﬁes the time beyond which a tree will perish and lose its
ability to reproduce seeds. Moreover, each cell can only host
one species at any moment, though more than one tree of this
species can persist in the unit. The dominance of a species in a
cell is dependent upon the outcome of species competition and
seed dispersibility.
3.1. Dispersal transition rule
In order to model the various dispersal processes driven by
differentagents,adetailedunderstandingoftheagentbehaviors
thatgovernthe seed distributionofeach speciesisnecessary.At
present, two ubiquitous processes (wind and gravity) out of the
four migration mechanisms were selected and implemented as
major determinants of seed distribution, because their data are
more widely available compared to the other two agents (i.e.
animal and water). The seed dispersal of a species in the
prototype model can be conﬁgured to be driven by either wind
agent only or gravity agent only, or can be driven by both
agents. Seed dispersal by wind is usually more efﬁcient than
that by gravity because of the mobile nature of the wind agent
and the restraints placed upon the gravity agent by the
topography.
3.1.1. Wind agent
Wind has been modeled as a disturbance to growth and a
dispersal agent in forest landscape models. In disturbance
models, such as LANDIS (Mladenoff and He, 1999), wind is
primarily modeled as a direct disturbance, through high-speed
shearing, or as an indirect disturbance, creating debris as
potential fuel for a forest ﬁre. Wind in this research, however, is
employed as a dispersal agent. Seed dispersal by wind, the
wind-driven movement of seeds along the ground and through
the air, is an important mechanism for dispersal in plant species
in various environments (Schurr et al., 2005). Wind is able to
carry seeds to very distant locations from their sources,
depending on the size of the seeds. The most obvious
characteristics of wind are direction and strength. The direction
of a wind is usually described by its angle from the north
direction anditsstrengthby thevelocity(speed).Due tothe fact
that seed dispersion by wind is unevenly distributed in different
directions and distances from the seed sources, it is more
appropriate to represent wind driven seed dispersion as an
asymmetrical spatial distribution instead of symmetric ones
such as rectangle and circle. Unlike the MUMODIMO model
(Waldron, 2002) that simulates the wind driven seed dispersal
as an altered ellipse, SEMODAR uses a wedge-shaped
neighborhood, which is much easier to deﬁne by simply
specifying its length and the directional angles of its two edges.
Used as an irregular neighborhood moving across the whole
grid, SEMODAR treats the narrow end of the wedge as the
neighborhood’s focus (the current cell under consideration for
the establishment of seeds) as in raster-based GIS. The wedge-
shaped neighborhood is oriented with its wide end situated
towardsthewindsothatonlymaturetreesupwindofthecurrent
focus falling within the wedge neighborhood have the potential
to disperse seeds into the focus cell (Fig. 1). For neighborhoods
withmaturetreesofmorethanonespecies,onlytheseedsofthe
most competitive species can survive in the focus cell.
The length and the two angles of the wedge are calculated
based ontheobservedweatherstationdataateachlocationover
a period of time. The angular mean and the standard deviation
statistics of the prevailing wind directions needed to be ﬁrst
calculated. Since angles are measured on a circular scale
instead of a linear scale, the angular mean and standard
deviation were computed using the vector statistical method
developed by Hodgson and Gaile (1996). Instead of using
simple arithmetic statistics, the vector statistical method
computes the vector mean, the vector standard deviation and
the mean length of the wind vectors. Once the standard
deviation and the mean of the prevailing wind direction are
determined, the two angles of the wedge can then be expressed
as in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), where Al and Ar are the two angles,
and Astd is the standard deviation and Am is the mean direction
angle. The length (L) of the wedge represents the maximum
distance a seed can be possibly carried by wind. It is a function
of the mean wind velocity (Vm) and the seed size dependent
Fig. 1. Simulation of seed dispersal by wind using a wedge-shaped moving
windowwithitswideendsituatedtowardsthewind,whereAl andArarethetwo
angles, and Astd is the standarddeviationand Am is the mean directionangle and
L (length)ofthewedgerepresentsthe maximumdistancea seedcanbepossibly
carried by wind.
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dispersal scale rate by wind (Rw) as expressed in Eq. (3.3).
Al ¼ Am   Astd (3.1)
Ar ¼ Am þ Astd (3.2)
L ¼ Vm   Rw (3.3)
This method ensures that the cells in the prevailing upwind
direction have the highest chance to disperse seeds to the focus
cell. Only in an extreme case, when the wind direction at a
location is very diverse, the standard deviation will be 1808 and
the wedge will become a circle so that trees in any direction
have a similar chance of sending seeds to the focus cell. Unlike
many other spatially explicit models that allow any seed to
arrive at any location with a certain probability, this method
prohibits seed movements across barriers wider than wedge
length (i.e. the maximum distance that the seed can travel) such
as the case of a big lake. Thus, the impact of landscape
fragmentation on seed dispersal can be modeled.
3.1.2. Gravity agent
The gravity agent causes seeds to drop to lower elevations in
a landscape. A fundamental behavioral characteristic of the
gravity agent is that all objects driven by gravity cannot move
from locations of lower elevation to locations of higher
elevation. Therefore, locations with altitudes higher than the
seed source will not be able to receive any seed dispersed from
that source by gravity only. Since topography and the elevation
of the cells relative to that of the source trees dominate the seed
dispersal process by gravity, it is imperative that a digital
elevation model (DEM) be used in the model to determine the
locations that can possibly receive seeds from trees at higher
positions.
Seeds dispersed by gravity always reach the immediate
vicinity of their source trees ﬁrst. The seeds from all directions
have the same opportunity to arrive at a cell if these seeds have
the same higher altitude than that cell. Thus, a symmetric 3   3
rectangular moving window was chosen to simulate the
behaviors of gravity agent in the model. The focus of the
moving window is the center of the rectangular neighborhood
in GIS, and is the cell currently under consideration for the
establishment of seeds. The locations of the other eight
neighboring cells in the rectangular window are referenced by
their relative cell coordinates to the current focus in the GIS
(Fig. 2a). For example, the cell to the east of the current cell is
represented by the neighborhood notation (1, 0) and the cell
northwest of the focus is referenced by the notation ( 1,  1).
In order to determinewhether a neighboring cell has a potential
for dispersing seeds into the current focus, we have to calculate
the difference in elevation between the neighboring cell and the
current focus. For example, the difference of elevation (Elvd)
between the northwest cell Elv( 1,  1) and current focus
Elv(0, 0) is calculated as:
Elvd ¼ Elvð 1; 1Þ Elvð0;0Þ (3.4)
Suppose this difference in elevation between the northwest cell
and the focus is greater than a predeﬁned minimum value for
the species and there is also a mature tree of a species that is
capable of producing see in the northwest cell, it is possible that
the focus cell can receive seeds dispersed from that cell. In
another example, if the elevation difference between the south-
east cell and the focus cell is less than the predeﬁned minimum
value, it is impossible for the neighboring cell to disperse seed
into the focus cell. Fig. 2b gives a proﬁle diagram along cell
( 1,  1), focus cell (0, 0) to cell (1, 1) illustrating the above
situations. In the case that more than one neighboring cell is
higher in elevation than the center cell, which cell will con-
tribute to the ﬁnal establishment of a seed in the focus will be
determined by the outcome of species competition and colo-
nization, which will be discussed later.
The 3   3 moving window limits gravity-driven seed
dispersal to only the immediate neighbors of the focus cell
with a dispersal distance of only one cell size. In reality, a seed
can roll down more than one cell to a distant location of a lower
elevation. Increasing the window size from 3 to 5 cells or more
seems to be a solution. There is a high risk, however, of
violating the fundamental behavioral principle of the gravity
agent. Takinga 5   5 window as an example(Fig. 3a), one may
observe that the elevation in cell ( 2,  2) is higher than that of
Fig. 2. Simulation of seed dispersal by gravity using a 3   3 moving window.
(a) Neighborhood notation of a 3   3 moving window used to reference the
neighboring cells. (b) Elevation proﬁle from cell ( 1,  1) to cell (1, 1), where
‘‘?’’ stands for the location of the focus, which may or may not receive seeds
from immediate neighboring cells depending its relative elevation.
Fig. 3. Simulation of seed dispersal by gravity using a 5   5 moving window
having a high risk of violating gravity dispersal rules. (a) Neighborhood
notation in a 5   5 moving window used to reference neighboring cells. (b)
Elevationproﬁlefromcell( 2, 2)tocell(2,2),where‘‘?’’standsforthefocus
of the 5   5 moving window, which may not receive a seed from an extended
neighbor because seeds can be easily trapped in local valleys, or blocked by
local hills deﬁned by immediate neighbors.
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thefocus(0,0). As a result,onemightrush intoan inappropriate
conclusionthatitispossibleforcell( 2, 2)todisperseseedto
the focus by gravity. A careful examination of the topographic
characteristicsoftheneighboringcellsalongtheproﬁle(Fig.3b)
would show that there exists no such possibility because the
elevation at cell ( 1,  1) is lower than that at the focus. The
seeds will stop at this cell andwill notreachthe focus ifonly the
gravity agent is considered in the process. A similar situation
happens when, for example, cell (2, 2) is higher than the focus
cellbutlowerthancell(1,1)inthewindow.Theseedincell(2,2)
willnotbeabletoclimbthehilldeﬁnedbycell(1,1)togettothe
focus cell if dispersal is only driven by gravity (Fig. 3b). Fig. 3b
demonstrates that seeds dispersed by gravity may easily get
trapped in local valleys and enlarging the size of neighborhood
does appear to be a good solution.
We propose an alternative approach to breaking the one cell
dispersal distance limit by running the 3   3 window several
passes in each seed dispersal iteration. For example, a two-pass
simulation with a 3   3window will resemble that with a 5   5
moving window (Fig. 3a). The attraction of this alternative
method is that the fundamental behavioral rule of the gravity
agent is perfectly preserved and the possible risks inherent in
simulation using a 5   5 or larger window can be avoided.
Within one seed dispersal season, a species can experience
many passes of a 3   3 moving window. The total number of
moves that a species can have will determine the maximum
possibledispersal distanceofaseeddrivenby thegravityagent.
3.2. Species competition
Species competition determines which species will poten-
tially be established in a cell when more than one competing
species can disperse seed in the cell. Based on the assumption
thatacellcanhostonlyonespecies atatime,itisstipulatedthat
a superior competitor with a higher rank can invade a cell
occupied by an inferior competitor and exclude the inferior
competitor from that cell. An inferior competitor, on the other
hand, cannot encroach upon a cell already established by a
superior competitor even if the inferior competitor has higher
colonization efﬁciency. In this research, the competitive ability
of the species is deﬁned by ranking all species under study
hierarchically from the poorest competitor to the most
successful competitor in an ascending order. If there are
species to be simulated in the model, each species will be given
a uniquesuperiorityrank ofcompetition between1and nwith 1
standing for the poorest competitor (species 1) and n standing
for the best competitor (species n). Species n is able to exclude
all other species from anysite that it invades. Species n   1, the
secondbestcompetitor,candisplaceallotherspeciesexceptthe
bestspecies.Species1,thepoorestcompetitor,canbedisplaced
by any other invading species. To determine which species will
be established in the focus of a neighborhood, the species with
the highest rank in the neighboring cells is chosen as a
candidate species. If the focus is an empty and habitable cell,
then this candidate species has the possibility to disperse seed
intothe cell.If the focus is not empty,the candidate species will
compare its competitive rank with the species that has already
been established in the focus. The candidate species may
displacethe originalspeciesandoccupythefocus ifitisabetter
competitor. Otherwise, the original species in the cell will stay
without being replaced. If the focus cell is uninhabitable
because of environment disturbance or degradation, then no
seed of any species can be established there.
3.3. Species colonization
The dispersal agent rule and competitive hierarchy can help
to decide whether a seed of a neighboring cell has the
possibility to arrive at the focus cell and which seed of different
species can potentially occupy of the focus cell if there is more
than one possibility. However, the real establishment of a
species in the focus cell is determined by the species’
colonizing ability. The colonization of a species in a landscape
is affected by its generation age, maximum living age and most
importantly, its seed dispersal ability. A species with a shorter
generation time and a longer maximum living age, and better
dispersal ability is more efﬁcient in the colonization process.
Unlike spatially implicit models which consider only the
distance to the source tree, but similar to some of the spatially
explicit models (such as LANDIS and MUMODIMO models),
SEMODAR simulates the seed dispersal of a species as a
stochastic process. The seed dispersal ability is simply
codetermined by the seed’s maximum dispersal probability
(Pm) and maximum dispersal distance (Dm). The maximum
dispersal probability of a species is the probability for the seed
to be established in the cells immediately adjacent to the source
tree.UnlikeLANDIS,themaximumdispersalprobabilityisnot
aﬁxednumbersuchas0.95andcanbecustomizedaccordingto
type of the species. Additionally, the current version of
SEMODAR does support the concept of effective seeding
distance as used in LANDIS. The maximum dispersal distance
is the distance beyond which all the cells will have zero seed
establishment probability. Therefore, the cells in between the
maximum dispersal distance and the seed source may have a
seed establishment probability between 0 and Pm.T h e
calculation of maximum dispersal distance is related to the
seed dispersal agents involved. If a species is driven only by
wind, then Dm is equal to the length of the wind wedge as
calculated in Eq. (3.3). If the only dispersal agent of a species is
gravity, then the Dm of this species will be assigned as the
maximum moving distance determined by the total number of
passes of the 3   3 window associated with the species. The
more passes taken by the moving window leads to a greater
maximum moving distance. In the case that the seed of a
species can be dispersed by both wind and gravity, Dm is the
summationofthewindwedgelengthandthemaximummoving
distance by gravity.
The probability (P) of a species being established in a cell is
then computed simply as a linear function of the cell’s distance
from its source (D), the maximum dispersal probability (Pm)
and the maximum dispersal distance (Dm) of the species:
P ¼
Dm   D
Dm
  Pm (3.5)
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where D will be forced to equal Dm if it is greater than Dm. P is
therefore a normalized distance decay function in the range
between 0 and Pm. When the cell is at the maximum dispersal
distance or beyond (D   Dm), P becomes 0; while the cell is at
the closest distance (D = 0), P becomes Pm, the maximum
dispersal probability. P is then used as an important criterion in
determining the actual establishment of a species in a cell.
Since the settlement of the seed at that location is a stochastic
process in reality, a high seed dispersal probability does not
guarantee the establishment of the seed in that cell. The actual
establishment a seed in each cell is determined randomly based
on the dispersal probability (P) derived. Instead of using a
universal threshold, a pseudo-random surface with values
normally distributed between 0 and 1 was created using a
random raster grid generator function. The random number
generated for each cell of this surface is then compared with the
seeddispersalprobability(P)surfaceforthatcell.Iftherandom
value generated in a cell is less than the P value of the cell, then
the species willbeestablishedthere. Otherwise, thespecies will
lose its potential to grow at that location. Consequently, the
higher the P value of a species in a cell, the more likely it is
greater than the random number generated and the greater the
probability a seed of the species can establish there. The
normally distributed nature of the pseudo-random surface
ensures that, for example, for all the cells that have a dispersal
probability of 0.5, only approximately less than half of them
will actually receive seeds from the species and allow the seeds
to grow there.
3.4. Habitat destruction
To study the response of species to habitat destruction
caused by environment disturbance, such as ﬁre and insects, the
model allows habitat destruction to be assigned to the cells of
the CA model. Note that we do not model a speciﬁc disturbance
force in the model yet, and we simply assume the habitat
destruction occurs randomly in the landscape. To compare the
differences in outcomes that may be caused by habitat
destruction, the simulation can be conducted under an intact
environment with all the cells available for the establishment of
seeds or under a disturbed environment where cells are
progressively excluded from the landscape as destroyed
habitats. In an intact environment, the distribution of all the
species will be primarily determined by the inter-species
interaction. In this case, all species are competing for a single
limited resource, i.e. the growing space. Theoretically, if the
simulation is allowed to continue with adequate time, the best
competitor will eventually displace all the other species and
take over the entire community. The trade-off between
competitive ability and seed dispersibility, however, will allow
a stable coexistence between inferior and superior competitors
for a long period of time (Tilman et al., 1997).
The simulation can also be performed under a disturbed
environment,whereateachsubsequentyear,acertainamountof
random habitat destruction will occur. For example, the model
canbeconﬁgured,forexample,sothatapproximately10%ofthe
cellsinthewholelandscapewillrandomlyexperiencepermanent
destructionperiteration.Sincenewlyselectedhabitatdestruction
will also likely occur inthe cells that were previously destroyed,
the actual destruction rate on the remnant community is much
lessthan10%peryear.Therefore,thewholelandscapewouldnot
be destroyed in just 10 years. As a matter of fact, the average
destruction rate is usually less than 1% per year, as it often takes
morethan100–200yearstodemolishthewholelandscape.Inthe
presence of habitat destruction, the dynamic of the species
population will no longer solely be decided by the species
dispersal ability and inter-species competition for living space.
Habitat destruction and the accompanying fragmentation of the
environment are expected to exert a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
seeddispersalprocess.Theintroductionofbarriers intheareaas
a result would impose different effects on various dispersal
agents and lead to a biased extinction of the species involved
(Tilman et al., 1997).
4. Model development
The SEMODAR model was written with the ArcGIS
software development kit (SDK) using Visual Basic, one of the
most popular program languages that support the component
object model (COM) technology. ArcGIS SDK is composed of
hundreds and thousands of ArcObjects, which are COM objects
that expose all the functionality used to build ArcGIS. He et al.
(2002) discussed the beneﬁts of component-based modeling in
ecological research. They emphasize that a component-based
approach provides the ability to break down a potentially
monolithic program into smaller, more functional components.
They also underscore the extensibility of component-based
model. In this research, the use of component-based model is
taken a step further. Besides the capability to create module
componentsandapplication extensionsthatcanbepluggedinto
ArcGIS or other standalone applications, COM allows full
access to all the powerful spatial analysis abilities in GIS
through ArcObjects, so that the spatial characteristics of the
agent behavior can be modeled. Additionally, the use of
components permits the collaboration of developers within
differentdevelopmentenvironments(Java,.Net,C++,andother
COM compatible language).
Astandaloneprototypeprogram wasdevelopedbased onthe
module components that were designed to realize the four
modules described above. Fig. 4 displays the typical user
interface of the program. This speciﬁc program window
contains a modeling conﬁguration window, two 2D visualiza-
tion windows displaying the animation of the simulation
progress (one with and the other without habitat destruction),
and one 3D visualization window allowing the navigation of
gravity driven seed dispersal in three-dimension space. The
main program window contains a menu bar and a tool bar. The
tool bar has standard Windows tools, while the menu bar
consists of the following menus: File, View, Operations, Run,
Visualization, Window and Help (Fig. 5). The File menu
contains commands that allow users to load a previously saved
project ﬁle (Open Project), to store model conﬁguration
parameters, paths to ﬁnal and intermediate results ﬁles, etc. to a
new project ﬁle (Save Project), to rename an existing project
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ﬁle (Save Project As), to close all sub-windows inside the
program and shutdown the main program (Close All Windows).
The Export Grid command provides an option that enables the
user to export any simulation progress grid shown on the
visualization window to a JPEG image for external display. The
View menu has two options that can show or hide Tool Bar and
Status Bar. The Option menu is the place where the user
speciﬁes model parameters. The Initialization command
deﬁnes the initial spatial distribution of seed sources (i.e. the
initial state of the model). The seed sources can be generated
randomly across a landscape or be obtained from a GIS grid ﬁle
specifying the real distribution of existing tree species on a
landscape. If the model involved the simulation of gravity
driven dispersals, it is necessary to use the Load DEM
command to deﬁne the topography of the landscape by a DEM
ﬁle. The Model Conﬁguration command launches the model
conﬁguration model window (as seen in Fig. 4) to deﬁne all
important parameters of the model, such as species name, types
of dispersal agents (animal and water agent types are still under
development), generation age, maximum age. For elevation
Fig. 4. The typical user interface for a standalone prototype program of SEMODAR.
Fig. 5. The menus and commands for the standalone prototype program.
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driven dispersal, the minimum elevation difference needs to be
deﬁned and the colonization ability for the species are set by
using the number of window moves per iteration. For other
types of dispersal, the colonization ability for each agent type is
speciﬁed by giving a scale rate. Finally, the competitive rank in
the competence hierarchy for the species needs to be speciﬁed.
The Run menu has two functions: Execute Model and Stop.
Execute Modelrunsthe model, butbeforeit does,itpromptsthe
user for the number of years to run. Stop can then cease the
model from running at any time. The Visualization menu
contains two options, 2D View and 3D View, which are viewers
that candisplay the simulationprogressand ﬁnal result ineither
2D or 3D mode (Fig. 5). Both views have their own tool bars.
The 2D view has standard map navigation tools, such as Zoom
In, Zoom Out, Select Area, Pan, and View Full Extent.T h e3 D
navigation is controlled by mouse movement as in ArcGIS.
Bothviews also havea Setup button thatwill bringup awindow
to deﬁne visualization animation parameters such as the start
and end years, and the time interval. The j< button displays
simulation progress of the ﬁrst year speciﬁed in Setup window.
The < button rewinds the progress at one time interval per
click. The   button displays the progress continuously
backward. The k button pauses the animation temporarily.
The three buttons ( , >, >j) after the pause button are similar
to the three before it, but are for animation forward instead
backward. The jjj button stops the animation activity and resets
it to the ﬁrst year. The Go To button allows the user to jump to a
speciﬁc year. The Window menu has three options, Tile
Horizontal, Tile Vertical and Cascade, which are typical
Windows operations to rearrange the windows opened in the
program. The Help menu provides a table of Content that offers
online help documents, and the About command provides the
program version and copyright information.
5. Experimental simulation and discussion
To test the prototype model in its ability to simulate dispersal
agent behavior, a pilot study was conducted to verify a common
theoretical statement that seed dispersal ability is crucial for an
inferior competitor to survive in a competitive landscape. Many
articles in established literature (Tilman et al., 1997; Dytham,
1994, 1995; Nee and May, 1992) suggest that a competitively
inferior species will be able to coexist with superior competitors
for a long time in an intact community if it is a better disperser.
Environmental degradation may favor an inferior competitor
given that it has a fugitive migration style. Habitat destruction
maydrivethesuperiorcompetitortoextinctionﬁrstifitisapoor
colonizer. We anticipated that the results from the pilot study
would be analogous to those of the above literature, although
different simulation mechanisms are employed.
A study area in Silver, Colorado was selected to conduct the
pilot study. This study area is a mountainous region consists of a
gridof118   150cellswithacellsizeof30 m   30 m,resulting
in a total simulated area of 15.93 km
2. A digital elevation model
(DEM)ofthestudyareawasusedasaninputtosimulategravity-
driven seed dispersal. The DEM shows an altitude range from
2749 to 3981 m, indicating a large topographic relief.
In the pilot study, we only chose three hypothetical species
with different competitive and migration abilities, although the
model itself can simulate a potentially large number of
competing species. To study the behavioral characteristics of
various dispersal agents and their response to habitat
destruction, each species is assigned different competitive
and colonizing abilities, as depicted by the model parameters
listed in Table 1. Species 3 is deﬁned as the best competitor,
species 2 the second best competitor, and species 1, the poorest
competitor. With regard to the seed dispersal agent, species 3 is
driven only by wind, species 2 is driven only by gravity, and
species 1 is driven by both wind and gravity. Species 1 is the
bestdisperser,species3isthesecondbestdisperser,andspecies
2 is the poorest disperser, based on their dispersal agent types,
as well as other parameters, including generation time,
maximum living age, and maximum dispersal probability.
Forspecieswith wind-drivenagent,thewind-drivenrateisused
todeﬁne itscolonizingability,andforspeciesdrivenbygravity,
the minimum elevation difference and the number of 3   3
window moves are used. Wind parameters such as wedge
angles and length are calculated by using circular statistics
based on weather station information over a 10-year period.
Since it is difﬁcult to get the wind information for all the years,
we had touse the 10-year statistics repeatedly inthe simulation.
The seed dispersal processes of these different species were
simulated in a yearly-based time series. The model’s output
from the previous year is used as the input for the next year’s
simulation. The model was run for a maximum of 250 years
using the same parameters both under an undisturbed
environment and a disturbed environment with habitat
destruction. The model keeps track of the age of the trees in
each year. When the age of a tree becomes older than its
generation time, it is labeled as being eligible to produce seed.
When atreereaches itsmaximum livingage,itisremovedfrom
the cell. The cell, once occupied, becomes an empty habitable
site for new seed germination.
The simulation without any habitat destruction was run ﬁrst
for 250 years and the extinction years of the three hypothetic
species are listed in Table 2. Fig. 6 shows some of the snapshots
of the simulation progress. The initial conﬁguration (Fig. 6a)
gives the seed sources distribution of the three species, with
species 1 in black color, species 2 in dark gray and species 3 in
light gray. At year 5 (Fig. 6b), species 1, the poorest competitor
but the best disperser, driven by both wind and gravity agents,
Table 1
The model parameters used to simulate seed dispersal in the pilot study
Parameters of the model Species 1 Species 2 Species3
Competence 1 2 3
Generation time/age min. (Year) 1 3 2
Maximum age/age max. (Year) 100 80 90
Maximum dispersal probability 0.8 0.3 0.5
Wind agent Yes No Yes
Wind driven rate 2.0 N/A 0.5
Gravity agent Yes Yes No
Minimum elevation difference (m) 0 10 N/A
# of window moves 4 2 N/A
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colonized the majority of the landscape, while both species 2
and 3 had a very limited occupancy. Fig. 6c shows the
simulation at year 25, which reveals that species 1 was able to
take all the remnant empty habitats in the landscape, but much
of its previously established cells in the center of the landscape
were invaded by species 3, the best competitor and the second
best disperser. Species 2, the second best competitor and the
poorest disperser, was also able to encroach into some of the
cells occupied earlier by species 1. However, species 2 only
managed to colonize a small number of habitats, because it is
constantly excluded by species 3, and at the same time, is
limited by its gravity only dispersal agent that constrains its
migration to locations of lower elevation (Fig. 6c). At year 57
(Fig. 6d), species 2, although a better competitor than species 1,
become the ﬁrst to perish. Species 1, the poorest competitor but
the best colonizer, coexisted with species 3 for a long time, but
went extinct in year 223 when species 3 took over the entire
community. As a result, the extinction of species 1 was much
later than species 2. Since only species 3 remained in the
landscape at year 223, and all other species were excluded from
the landscape asan outcome of a long-term competition, we did
not include a map for year 223 in Fig. 6.
The interpretation of these results is that inter-species
competitionisthepredominantfactorinaclosedandundisturbed
community. Eventually, given enough time, the best competitor
will eliminate all the other species, regardless of their seed
dispersibilities. However, it is the species colonizing capability
that determines the sequence of the extinction of the inferior
competitors. As a consequence, the order of extinction for
competitivelyinferiorspeciesvariesaccordingtotheirmaximum
dispersal distances and dispersal mechanisms. Species 2, which
isonlygravitydispersed,iseasilyconstrainedbythetopography
to thevicinity surrounding the seed source and hence is prone to
extinctionﬁrstifitisadjacenttosuperiorcompetitors.Species1,
with the additional dispersal agent of wind, can escape
eradication by a better competitor and can stably coexist with
itforalongperiodoftimebecauseoftherelativelymobilenature
of its dispersal mechanism.
The model was also executed under conditions of
progressive habitat destruction (Fig. 7 and Table 2). The same
initial conﬁguration for undisturbed environment (Fig. 6a) was
used tospecify the initial spatialdistributionof the seed sources
of the three species, so the simulation with and without habitat
destruction can be compared. The same color legend with
species 1 in black color, species 2 in dark gray and species 3
light gray is adopted in Fig. 7. At age 5 (Fig. 7a), a similar
overall spatial pattern to that without habitat destruction
(Fig. 6b) is observed, with species 1, the best disperser and the
poorest competitor, having colonized the majority of the
landscape. What was different was that the landscape started to
become fragmented due to the effects of habitat destruction.
Fig. 7b shows the model simulation at year 20, where the three
species still coexisted in a more fragmented landscape. Species
1 was still the dominant vegetation distribution, but much of its
previously occupied habitats were lost to habitat destruction
and species 3. Species 2, the poorest disperser, only became
established in a fewplots at year 20, making it hard to bevisible
Table 2
The length of time until extinction of the three hypothetical species in years
Undisturbed environment Habitat destruction
Species 1 223 115
Species 2 57 41
Species 3 250 70
Fig. 6. The results of a 250 year seed dispersal simulation without environmental disturbance. (a) The initial conﬁguration showing the seed sources distribution of
the three species. (b) At year 5, species 1, colonized the majority of the landscape, while both species 2 and 3 had a very limited occupancy. (c) At year 25, species 1
was able to take all the remnant empty habitats, with much of its previously established cells invaded by species 3, and some by species 2. (d) At year 57, species 2
became the ﬁrst to perish. Species 1 coexisted with species 3 until year 223.
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in Fig. 7b, especially given its dark gray color. It eventually
perished the ﬁrst inyear 41 (Fig. 7c), similar to the casewithout
habitat destruction in extinctive order. At this moment, the
landscape was much more fragmented, and the remaining two
species were primarily distributed as individual trees instead of
contiguousforest.Species 3,the best competitorandthe second
best disperser became extinct in year 70 (Fig. 7d), earlier than
species 1, demonstrating a different extinction sequence from
the case without habitat destruction. Species 1, the poorest
competitor and the best disperser, persisted in the landscape
until year 115. At year 115, all species disappeared from the
landscape as an ultimate outcome of habitat destruction. In this
simulation, the order of extinction is primarily determined by
seed dispersal ability, while the contribution of competitiveness
of the species was greatly diminished due to the environment
fragmentation imposed by habitat destruction.
It is observed that the degradation of the environment has
alternated the effects of species competition. Meanwhile, the
advantage of being a superior disperser is magniﬁed. The
progressive fragmentation by habitat destruction creates a
substantial number of barriers in the landscape. Barriers greatly
impede gravity dispersed seed propagation, preventing seeds
from moving to a cell of a lower elevation. However, the effect
on seed dispersal by wind is much less. Seeds carried by wind
can cross the barriers when the width of the barrier is less than
the maximum dispersal distance. Thus, the negative impact of
habitat destruction is more than compensated for by reduced
competition (Moilanen and Hanski, 1995).
6. Conclusion and future study
GIS spatial analysis tools made it possible to simulate the
species colonization process by incorporating the behavioral
characteristics of dispersal agents. By emphasizing the spatial
process involved and the interaction between different species,
forest dynamics in a landscape were modeled using a prototype
of GIS based spatial explicit model of dispersal agent behavior
(SEMODAR) model. As a more realistic CA model,
SEMODAR simulated two of the major dispersal agents, wind
and gravity agents. The simulation of these two agents laid the
foundation for GIS based CA modeling of seed dispersal, and
provides a good basis for adding more complex agents, such as
animals and water, into the simulations. The powerful spatial
analysis tools in GIS can provide a viable alternative for
landscape ecologists to build more mechanism-oriented
simulation models.
An artiﬁcial landscape was used in the experimental
simulation to test the developed prototype and comparable
resultstopreviousstudiesintermsofextinctionorderofspecies
in competitive environments with and without habitat destruc-
tion were obtained, which supports the original theoretical
expectation. Species colonization ability is very important if an
inferior competitor is to coexist with superior competitors in a
competitive landscape. Environment fragmentation due to
habitat destruction can have a biased impact on superior
competitors if they are not efﬁcient dispersers. Inferior
competitors with fugitive migration ability, on the other hand,
are favored by the reduced competition from superior
competitors as a result of habitat destruction. The predictions
about species competition that appear in previous studies are
quite robust.
The ﬁndings of this study also reassure us of the critical role
of seed dispersal ability in both the intact and disturbed
environment. As one of the major colonization factors, seed
dispersal ability is co-decided by maximum dispersal distance,
maximum dispersal probability and dispersal mechanism. The
Fig. 7. The results of a 250 year seed dispersal simulation with environmental disturbance with the same initial conﬁguration as Fig. 6a. (a) At age 5, species 1
colonized the majority of the landscape, which started to demonstrate a fragmented distribution. (b) At year 20, the three species still coexisted in a more fragmented
landscape.(c) At year 41, species 2 became perished,with the two remaining species primarily distributed as individual trees instead of contiguous forest. (d) At year
70, species 3 became extinct, earlier than species 1, which persisted in the landscape until year 115.
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type of dispersal agent is especially crucial for a species to
survive in a fragmented landscape. Wind is a more efﬁcient
dispersal agent than gravity because it is less constrained by
topography and barriers. With the same dispersal style, species
with different maximum dispersal distances exhibit differing
dispersal abilities.
Unlike LANDIS, the SEMODAR model is conﬁgured to
workwith landscape atmicro spatialscales, where the dispersal
mechanismsplaypredominantroles.Usersofthismodelshould
set a scale that is appropriate for their research in question. The
spatial resolution in the experimental simulation is set to be
30 m, same as that of the digital elevation model used. The
involvement of a coarse resolution may make some of the
assumptions of the model weak. For example, it may not be
realistic to assume that only one species can exist in each cell.
Large cell size also prohibits the simulation of contagious seed
dispersal, which is very common and important to species
propagation, especially in the uphill direction. It is expected
that if a ﬁner cell size DEM is used, the simulation would be
more accurate. The temporal resolution of the model can also
be speciﬁed by users so that each modeling iteration can
simulate the monthly, weekly or even daily dynamics of seed
dispersalandestablishmentifnecessary.Inthesimulation,each
iteration stands for a period of 1 year due to the lack of detailed
meteorology data. With the availability of environmental data
at ﬁner temporal resolution, the seasonal or perhaps monthly
changes of the environment and their impact on the seed
dispersal could be simulated. However, the reﬁnement of either
spatial or temporal resolution would exponentially increase the
amountofdata andtime tosimulatethe process.Overtheyears,
complex anemochory models have been proposed based on
wind physics that take into consideration such variables as tree
height, vertical wind velocity, and species-dependent seed
terminal velocity (Andersen, 1991; Nathan et al., 2001;
Waldron, 2002). In this prototype model, we simply did not
include all these variables, due to the lack of the necessary data
to account for them. With the availability of more detailed data
in the future, this will be another area of our future
improvements to the model.
Forfuture study,wewill also complete the simulation of two
other agents for seed dispersal that are still currently under
development: hydrochory and zoochory. Thus far, there have
only been a few seed dispersal models that attempted to model
these two dispersal agents (Waldron, 2002). For hydrochory
dispersal, seeds are carried to their destinations by streams and
rivers according to underlying the watershed. For zoochory
dispersal, seeds are moved by animals along the routes to and
from their main food and water sources. By including these two
important agents we will be able to simulate seed dispersal
patterns more accurately in future models.
The term ‘‘agent’’ employed in this paper is intended to
describeadispersaldrivenforcethathastheabilitytoimpacton
the environment, as opposed to the use of the ‘‘agent’’ concept
used in the agent based modeling (ABM) approach, a very
different type of ‘‘agent.’’ Recently, becoming popular among
spatial simulation models (Benenson and Torrens, 2004), ABM
retain the concept of ﬁxed automata in CA to describe
environment status such as elevation, soil, temperature and
other variables that can have dynamic values butstatic location.
To better model the mobility of non-ﬁxed automata, ABM
introduced agent to represent an individual actor that is capable
of moving through the action space and working towards a
speciﬁc goal. Discrete mobile objects, such as human, insects
and the seeds in our model are often modeled as agents in a
typical ABM.
Like most seed dispersal models (Malanson and Cairns,
1997; He and Mladenoff, 1999; Martı ´n-Herrero and Calvin ˜o-
Cancela, 2001), SEMODAR is fundamentally a raster-based
C Am o d e li nc o n s t r u c t .I ns u c hap u r eC Am o d e l ,t h e
individuality of discrete seeds cannot be modeled directly.
Instead, it is simulated indirectly through a tessellation
representation, which is inefﬁcient due to the inability to
clearly track individual seeds in each cell. Bithell and
Macmillan (2007) point out three inherent difﬁculties of strict
raster-based CA modeling: ﬁxed neighborhood geometry,
cell-size-dependent spatial scale, and the restriction on
number of occupants per cell. It was suggested that by
introducing vector based simulation into the raster-based CA
model,discreteseedobjectscanbeemulatedindependentlyas
active agents. Each environmental cell can then host multiple
occupants. The spatial resolution of the model will not be
completely restricted by raster cell size because vector data
are spatial scale independent in nature. The simulation of
dispersal behavior will no longer be subject to ﬁxed
neighborhood geometry. For example, it would not be
necessary to use multiple moves of a 3   3 rectangle window
to simulate gravity driven dispersal because a topographic
proﬁle can be directly generated between the current location
and the seed source to determine the possibility of such a seed
dispersal process. We have begun some preliminary work that
aims to combine the stationarity of CAwith the individuality
and mobility of ABM in seed dispersal simulation (Qiu and
Zou, 2006; Zou, 2005). GIS provides powerful capabilities to
manipulate both vector and raster-based spatial data, offering
the best ﬂexibility to implement agent based simulation
models for seed dispersal.
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